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A B S T R A C T

Calcium release from internal stores is a quintessential event in excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac and
skeletal muscle. The ryanodine receptor Ca2+ release channel is embedded in the internal sarcoplasmic re-
ticulum Ca2+ store, which releases Ca2+ into the cytoplasm, enabling contraction. Ryanodine receptors form the
hub of a macromolecular complex extending from the extracellular space to the sarcoplasmic reticulum lumen.
Ryanodine receptor activity is influenced by the integrated effects of associated co-proteins, ions, and post-
translational phosphor and redox modifications. In healthy muscle, ryanodine receptors are phosphorylated and
redox modified to basal levels, to support cellular function. A pathological increase in the degree of both post-
translational modifications disturbs intracellular Ca2+ signalling, and is implicated in various cardiac and
skeletal disorders. This review summarises our current understanding of the mechanisms linking ryanodine
receptor post-translational modification to heart failure and skeletal myopathy and highlights the challenges and
controversies within the field.

1. Introduction

Calcium release from intracellular stores plays a pivotal role in in-
tracellular signalling in striated muscle. Ca2+ is released into the cy-
toplasm through the ryanodine receptor (RyR) Ca2+ release channel,
linking surface membrane excitation to muscle contraction.
Depolarization opens surface membrane voltage-gated L-type Ca2+

channels, which in cardiac muscle initiates a small inward Ca2+ cur-
rent, to trigger a larger release of Ca2+ from the internal sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) Ca2+ store through RyRs. In skeletal muscle, L-type
Ca2+ channels interact physically with RyRs to ensure robust Ca2+

release to trigger contraction. RyRs are essential for striated muscle
function, as knockout results in death at birth and mutation results in
serious cardiac and skeletal myopathy.

2. Structure

The 2.2 MDa RyR homotetramer is the largest known ion channel,
consisting of 4∼5000 residue subunits. RyRs form a large 4-leaf clover-
like structure, spanning the gap between the surface membrane trans-
verse tubule and the SR. RyRs are embedded in the SR membrane, with
∼80% forming a cytoplasmic domain and small SR luminal domains
connecting 6 transmembrane segments (Yan et al., 2015). The recent

high resolution structures of the skeletal RyR to ∼3.8 A (Yan et al.,
2015) and cardiac RyR to ∼4.2 A (Peng et al., 2016), elegantly define
the channel pore structure in both open and closed conformations,
secondary structural elements, and key structural domains. Eight dis-
tinct domains on RyR have been resolved (Fig. 1). These include the N-
terminal domain, a small P1 (RyR12) domain, and three SPRY domains.
The Jsol/handle domain, helical/Bsol domain (also termed H1 and H2)
and central domain (flanking the small P2 domain) follow, which
constitute the bulk of the cytoplasmic RyR. The transmembrane domain
consists of 6 helices, including the ion channel pore and Ca2+ con-
duction pathway, which are connected by 4 small luminal loops.

3. Expression, activation and turnover

RyRs are expressed in skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscle, neurons,
ovaries and testes. The half-life of RyRs in young animals is ∼8 days,
with reduced RyR degradation leading to significantly decreased turn-
over in aged skeletal muscle (Ferrington et al., 1998). In striated
muscle, three isoforms of RyR are expressed. RyR1 is expressed pre-
dominantly skeletal muscle, RyR2 predominates in the heart and RyR3
is important in developing skeletal muscle. Whilst sharing similar se-
quence homology, three regions of divergence exist, namely D1, D2 and
D3 (Fig. 1).
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RyRs are central to a macromolecular complex extending from the
extracellular space to the SR lumen. Whilst channel gating and Ca2+

release is triggered via either a Ca2+-induced mechanism or coupling
with the L-type Ca2+ channel, RyR activity is influenced by the in-
tegrated effects of co-proteins, phosphor and redox modification, ATP,
Ca2+ and Mg2+. Co-proteins of importance are calmodulin and the 12
and 12.6 kDa FK506 binding proteins FKBP12.0 and 12.6. Calmodulin
binds to the channel and influences activity directly and indirectly.
FKBPs bind to RyR2, influence gating and are proposed to stabilize RyR
in the closed state during relaxation, although the latter is contentious.

RyRs contain a number of serine, threonine and tyrosine residues
that may be phosphorylated. Protein kinase A (PKA) and Ca2+/cal-
modulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) are ubiquitous serine/threonine
protein kinases that tethered to the RyR and phosphorylate the channel
(Camors and Valdivia, 2014). PKA is activated by the sympathetic
nervous system, via a β-adrenergic receptor (β-AR)/adenyl cyclase/
cAMP coupled pathway. CaMKII is both auto-phosphorylated and ac-
tivated in the presence of intracellular Ca2+. Serine residues S2808,
2814 and S2030 on RyR2 and S2843 on RyR1 are identified phosphor
targets, deemed capable of modulating activity in health and disease
(Benkusky et al., 2007; Camors and Valdivia, 2014; Huke and Bers,
2008; Marx et al., 2000; Reiken et al., 2003; Respress et al., 2012;
Rodriguez et al., 2003; Shan et al., 2010; Walweel et al., 2017; Wehrens
et al., 2006, 2004; Xiao et al., 2006).

RyRs are also post-translationally modified by reactive oxygen
species (ROS) such as hydrogen peroxide, superoxide anions, and hy-
droxyl radicals, and by reactive nitrogen species (RNS) nitric oxide and
peroxynitrite. Although the mitochondria are a major ROS source,
xanthine oxidase (XO) and NAD(P)H oxidase were recently identified
ROS/RNS generators that co-localize with RyRs (Gonzalez et al., 2010),
and modify channel function. Thiol side chains on cysteines are
common targets for redox modification, existing within a micro-
environment that favours the deprotonated state, which renders them
vulnerable to redox modification. Thirty-three modified cysteine

residues on RyR1 have been identified, with 9 of these modified en-
dogenously (Aracena-Parks et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2013). Nearly 70%
of these residues are conserved in RyR2, although the individual re-
sidues that are modifiable remain unidentified. Methionine residues
also contain thiol side chains, which are subject to in vitro oxidation.
However, any role for methionine thiol modification in enhancing RyR2
regulation/leak has not been established.

4. Biological function of RyR post-translational modifications

In healthy muscle, RyR phosphorylation and thiol modification fine
tune triggered Ca2+ release in response to a temporary rise in sympa-
thetic signalling or redox imbalance. The functional roles of S2808 and
S2814 phosphorylation have been extensively studied. RyR2 S2808 was
the first residue reported to be phosphorylated (Marx et al., 2000).
S2808 is deemed an exclusive PKA phosphor-target (Marx et al., 2000;
Wehrens et al., 2006), although this exclusivity is in dispute as phos-
phorylation of S2808 by CaMKII (Rodriguez et al., 2003) and protein
kinase G (PKG) has been observed (reviewed in (Camors and Valdivia,
2014)). RyR2 S2808 is basally phosphorylated to ∼50–75% of max-
imum, and functions to increase channel open probability (Po), and
Ca2+ release (Camors and Valdivia, 2014). S2814 is preferentially
phosphorylated by CaMKII (Wehrens et al., 2004), which has been ra-
tified by other laboratories (reviewed in (Camors and Valdivia, 2014).
Basal S2814 phosphorylation enhances RyR2 activity, but the levels
appears variable, reported to be ∼16% (rat) (Terentyev et al., 2008)
and ∼50% (human) of maximum in ventricular samples (Walweel
et al., 2017). A role for S2030 as the PKA-preferential phosphor target
has been illustrated (Benkusky et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2006), with
phosphorylation enhanced by isoproterenol and PKA in vitro (Benkusky
et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2006). Most studies report RyR2 S2030 as
unphosphorylated basally (Huke and Bers, 2008; Walweel et al., 2017;
Xiao et al., 2006), and a role for S2030 phosphorylation in healthy
heart Ca2+ homeostasis is unclear. In skeletal muscle, RyR1 has only

Fig. 1. Structure of RyRs. A. The primary structure of RyR1/RyR2, including the large cytoplasmic region, six transmembrane regions and small SR luminal regions,
indicating residues subject to phosphor and thiol- modification. The topology is based on RyR1 (human RyR1: GI:113204615, and Yan et al., 2015), with residue
numbers listed in blue font. Equivalent residue numbers for RyR2 (human RyR2: GI:308153558, and Yan et al., 2015) are listed in red font. The location of RyR
residues definitively phosphorylated are indicated by a blue circle (RyR1) and blue squares (RyR2), with those RyR2 residues proposed to be additional phosphor
targets in vivo (based on homology with mouse; Huttlin et al., 2010) depicted by blue diamonds. RyR1 cysteine residues, with thiol side chains known to be
modifiable (either in vitro or in vivo) are depicted as pink circles; an asterisk above the residues indicates cysteine homology with RyR2. The location of RyR1 redox
sensitive cysteine residues is denoted by pink rectangles. Note the location of divergent regions D1, D2, and D3, the P2 domain and the proposed FKBP binding
domain. Residues on the boundaries of the transmembrane regions are listed for orientation; RyR1 in blue and RyR2 in red. B. Location of 8 of the cytoplasmic
structural domains – the N-terminal domain (N-term), the P1 domain, the three SPRY domains (S1, S2,3), the Jsol/handle (handle), the helical/Bsol domain (helical)
and the central (cent) domain. The small P2 domain within the helical/Bsol domain is also depicted. The C-terminal domain is absent from this schematic. Part B of
this figure has been adapted from Peng et al., 2016. C. The structure of RyR2 in the closed conformation, at a resolution of 4.2 Å. The colour scheme within this
structure is the same as in B. Part C of this figure is reproduced with permission from Peng et al., 2016.
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one known phosphorylation site, S2843, which can be phosphorylated
in vitro by activation of PKA, PKG and CaMKII (Camors and Valdivia,
2014), leading to enhanced Po (Reiken et al., 2003).

The stoichiometry for PKA:CaMKII RyR2 phosphorylation sites is
predicted to be 1:5, with up to 21 potential phosphor sites postulated
(Rodriguez et al., 2003). If S2808 and S2030 are the only potential PKA
phosphorylation sites, 9 CaMKII sites on RyR2 remain unidentified.
Phosphopeptide-enriched mass spectrometry of healthy mouse RyR2
reveals 10 additional phosphorylation sites in mouse residues homo-
logous with human RyR2 (Huttlin et al., 2010). Whether these sites are
phosphorylated on human RyR2, and any role in channel modulation is
unknown.

Redox modification of RyRs is more complex. Mediated by ROS/
RNS, thiols can undergo modifications that may either be reversed by
opposing thiol reactions, or be irreversible. Reversible modifications
include disulfide crosslinking/bonding (inter/intra molecular covalent
crosslinking of two thiols), S-nitrosylation (incorporation of NO into a
thiol group), and S-glutathionylation (GSH/sulfenic acid mediated in-
corporation of glutathione into a thiol group). Thiols can be hyper-
oxidized to sulfenic acid, sulfinic acid and then irreversibly to sulfonic
acid (Aracena-Parks et al., 2006). In general, RyR activity is augmented
by thiol modification with Po increasing upon in vitro application of
thiol modifying agents, which is reversible by thiol reduction (Eager
et al., 1997). There is, however, evidence that RyR1/RyR2 contain
multiple classes of thiol groups, with less reactive thiols inducing a
delayed inhibition of RyR1 and RyR2 (Eager et al., 1997; Waddell et al.,
2016).

Disulfide crosslinking of thiols between neighboring subunits is
enhanced by oxidizing agents and reversed by reducing agents, and
suggested to contribute to RyR1 gating (Abramson and Salama, 1989).
Subsequent work established that tetramer formation within the N-
terminus of RyR2 (but not RyR1) is mediated by disulfide crosslinking,
to stabilize the closed state of the channel at rest (Zissimopoulos et al.,
2013). The authors postulated that disrupting the endogenous tetramer
destabilizes RyR2, resulting in diastolic Ca2+ leak (Zissimopoulos et al.,
2013).

RyR1/RyR2 S-nitrosylation by NO enhances channel activity, with
the increased RyR1 Po attributed to S-nitrosylation of C3635, dis-
sociation of FKBP12.0, and the loss of calmodulin’s inhibitory action
(Sun et al., 2003). C3635 is not the only S-nitrosylation target, as S-
nitrosoglutathione activates RyR1 in C3635A mice in a calmodulin-in-
dependent manner (Sun et al., 2003). Given RyR1 C253, C315, C566
and C811 can be S-nitrosylated in vitro (Aracena-Parks et al., 2006),
these residues might also be S-nitrosylated in vivo. Whilst the S-ni-
trosylation target(s) on RyR2 are unidentified, work in failing heart has
revealed that modest levels of S-nitrosylation may be beneficial to
healthy RyR2 function, protecting thiols and the channel from detri-
mental irreversible thiol modification (Gonzalez et al., 2010). There is
scant evidence on the biological role of S-glutathionylation in healthy
or diseased muscle. Interestingly RyR1 C3635 is also a target for S-
glutathionylation, (Aracena-Parks et al., 2006) and alanine substitution
induces a loss of sensitivity to L-type Ca2+ channel voltage-gated ac-
tivation (Sun et al., 2003). Therefore C3635 is an important redox
sensor and critical mediator of RyR1 Ca2+ release.

Finally, the cellular redox environment is preferentially maintained
by a glutathione redox buffer system, consisting of oxidized (GSSG) and
reduced (GSH) glutathione. In healthy cells, the high cytoplasmic
GSH:GSSG ratio (eg 30:1) creates a more reducing redox potential
(−220mV), with the SR lumen more oxidized (GSH:GSSG 3:1;
−180mV) (Feng et al., 2000). RyR function alters in response to a
change in glutathione-mediated redox potential (Feng et al., 2000;
Hanna et al., 2014). It is likely that the redox potential in cytoplasmic
microdomains varies, with the potential surrounding RyR2 more oxi-
dised than the bulk cytoplasm (Hanna et al., 2014).

5. Potential medical relevance

A large body of evidence links enhanced or “hyper” phosphor and
redox modification of RyRs to heart failure (HF) and skeletal myopathy
(Bellinger et al., 2009; Camors and Valdivia, 2014; Durham et al., 2008;
Gonzalez et al., 2010; Marx et al., 2000; Reiken et al., 2003; Respress
et al., 2012; Shan et al., 2010; Walweel et al., 2017, 2006). Considered
a maladaptive remodelling response, these modifications result in
“leaky” RyRs that do not close fully during relaxation/diastole, leading
to cytoplasmic Ca2+ overload. In skeletal muscle, this contributes to
weakness and contractility changes (Bellinger et al., 2009; Durham
et al., 2008). In the heart, hyperphosphorylation leads to delayed after-
depolarization and arrhythmia in HF (Respress et al., 2012; Shan et al.,
2010; Wehrens et al., 2006).

Although several hypotheses have been posed, the causative mod-
ification leading to Ca2+ leak and arrhythmia has not been definitively
established. S2808 was the first residue reported to be hyperpho-
sphorylated in HF, which the authors postulate enhances Po, diastolic
Ca2+ leak, and contentiously, dissociation of FKBP12.6 (Marx et al.,
2000). These findings have in part been independently validated
(Walweel et al., 2017). Whilst the role of CaMKII activity has been
implicated in HF for many years, the link between CaMKII-mediated
S2814 hyperphosphorylation and diastolic Ca2+ leak/arrhythmia in
human HF was verified more recently (Respress et al., 2012). One study
illustrates S2030 phosphorylation is unaltered in HF (Xiao et al., 2006),
so any role in mediating Ca2+ leak is difficult to predict.

There is significant debate as to whether S2808 or S2814 is the site
of excessive phosphorylation, and if PKA-mediated S2808 phosphor-
ylation, and/or FKBP12.0/12.6 dissociation plays a role in HF. Indeed,
criticism surrounding the lack of independent laboratory verification of
S2808 hyperphosphorylation and FKBP12.6 dissociation, and of the use
of phosphor ablative animal models without the chronic RyR2 thiol
modification background has fuelled the ongoing debate. Refer to
publications by the Valdivia and Marks groups (Camors and Valdivia,
2014 and Shan et al., 2010) for a comprehensive commentary on the
controversy surrounding phosphorylation. Recent work has focussed on
identifying whether or not both S2808 and S2814 are modified in HF,
and in elucidating the mechanism behind diastolic Ca2+ leak. Five
studies (in three manuscripts) investigated both RyR2 phosphor-sites
(Respress et al., 2012; Walweel et al., 2017; Wehrens et al., 2006),
using different human and mouse HF models. The results variously
show that S2814 only (Respress et al., 2012), S2808 only (Wehrens
et al., 2006), both S2808 and S2814 (Respress et al., 2012; Walweel
et al., 2017) or neither residue (Respress et al., 2012) is excessively
hyperphosphorylated in HF, indicating a lack of consensus on the RyR2
site subject to excessive hyperphosphorylation. Additionally, one study
has investigated S2808 and S2030 (and not S2814) phosphorylation in
HF, finding only S2808 was hyperphosphorylated (Xiao et al., 2006).
There is no correlation between the residues hyperphosphorylated, and
the species or the underlying etiology/HF model used. That PKA hy-
perphosphorylation only occurs in advanced stages of ischemic HF
(Respress et al., 2012), may contribute to this discrepancy. Recently
high-resolution RyR cryo-EM structures provide a structural hypothesis
to support phosphor-mediated diastolic Ca2+ leak. S2808/S2814 are
both found on the P2 rim of the helical domain. Phosphorylation (of
either site) would maintain a more flexible conformation in which
transition to the open state (and diastolic Ca2+ leak) is energetically
favourable (Dhindwal et al., 2017). Given the number of cysteine re-
sidues found within this region (Fig. 1), it is tempting to speculate that
excessive thiol modification in HF could potentiate this leak.

In HF, cellular damage results in increased ROS/RNS synthesis,
shifting the GSG:GSSG ratio to a more oxidized redox potential. This
altered redox balance in HF is coupled with excess RyR2 thiol mod-
ification (Gonzalez et al., 2010; Shan et al., 2010; Terentyev et al.,
2008; Walweel et al., 2017). Indeed, oxidative stress with enhanced
RyR2 thiol modification promotes diastolic RyR2 activity and Ca2+
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leak, arrhythmogenesis and contractile dysfunction (Gonzalez et al.,
2010; Shan et al., 2010; Terentyev et al., 2008; Walweel et al., 2017),
with FKBP12/12.6 dissociation also reported (Shan et al., 2010;
Walweel et al., 2017). The type and location of thiol modification in HF
is inconclusive. While RyR2 is hyper-nitrosylated in ischemic HF (Shan
et al., 2010), Gonzalez et al (2010) identified that increased XO pro-
duction in hypertensive HF was associated with hypo-nitrosylated
RyR2. This reduction in S-nitrosylation was coupled with a higher level
of overall thiol modification (presumably of residues not protected by S-
nitrosylation), which together contributed to SR Ca2+ leak and in-
creased susceptibility to arrhythmia (Gonzalez et al., 2010).

Much of the work identifying RyR2 phosphor-sites in HF has utilised
animal models where the RyR2 thiol status was unknown or not
chronically modified. The level of RyR2 thiol modification correlates
with degree of Ca2+ leak and FKBP12.0 dissociation from the channel;
all of which increase in aged mice where RyR2 was constitutively
S2808 hyperphosphorylated (Shan et al., 2010), indicating thiol mod-
ification is a hallmark of progressive HF. This points to a synergistic
mechanism of post-translational modification in HF, which provides an
arrhythmogenic substrate. Mechanistically, this could be due to (i)
Ca2+-dependent ROS production; (ii) phosphor-mediated changes in
channel conformation to expose reactive cysteines for modification; or
(iii) to ROS production linked to a more progressed diseased state, with
associated modification of additional cysteines and/or changes in the
redox environment (Fig. 2).

RyR1 is hyperphosphorylated in skeletal muscle isolated from mice/
humans with HF. RyR1 exhibits higher resting Po and increased substate
activity, correlating with FKBP12.0 dissociation, and with soleus fibres
displaying an increased time to fatigue (Reiken et al., 2003). Exercise
also enhances S2843 phosphorylation, FKBP12.0 dissociation, leaky
RyR1 at rest, and subsequent exercise intolerance. RyR1 S-nitrosylation
is increased in mouse models of muscular dystrophy and malignant
hyperthermia, causing increased Ca2+ leak at rest and detrimental in-
creases in resting cytoplasmic [Ca2+] (Bellinger et al., 2009; Durham
et al., 2008), with a loss of FKBP12.0 in muscular dystrophy (Bellinger
et al., 2009).

The role of RyR1/RyR2 post-translational modification in HF and

myopathy is complex. In recent years, targeted animal and human
studies have advanced our understanding of some of the mechanisms
underlying pathological RyR dysfunction. There is scope for further
refinement of these mechanisms, which will aid the eventual design of
therapeutics to mitigate aberrant Ca2+ release in skeletal and cardiac
disorders.
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